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Seven Deadly Wonders
Now in mass-market—the action-packed thriller in the blockbuster and bestselling
tradition of Jurassic Park from #1 internationally bestselling author Matthew
Reilly! It is a secret the Chinese government has been keeping for forty years.
They have proven the existence of dragons—a landmark discovery no one could
ever believe is real, and a scientific revelation that will amaze the world. Now the
Chinese are ready to unveil their astonishing findings within the greatest zoo ever
constructed. A small group of VIPs and journalists has been brought to the zoo
deep within China to see these fabulous creatures for the first time. Among them
is Dr. Cassandra Jane “CJ” Cameron, a writer for National Geographic and an
expert on reptiles. The visitors are assured by their Chinese hosts that they will
be struck with wonder at these beasts, that the dragons are perfectly safe, and
that nothing can go wrong. Of course it can’t… “Plenty of action....For over-thetop adventure addicts, a Reilly novel is like a new roller coaster opening at Great
America. Lines form, fans swoon” (Booklist).
THE ULTIMATE HERO IS BACK THE WORLD IS ON FIRE At an abandoned
Soviet base in the Arctic, a battle to save all life on Earth is about to begin... A
TOP SECRET BASE When Dragon Island, a top-secret base that houses a
weapon of terrible destructive force is seized by a brutal terrorist force calling
itself the Army of Thieves, the fate of the world suddenly hangs in the balance.
But there are no crack units close enough to get to Dragon in time to stop the
Army setting off the weapon. ONLY ONE MAN CAN SAVE THE DAY Except,
that is, for a small equipment-testing team up in the Arctic led by a Marine
captain named Schofield, call-sign SCARECROW. * * * * * READERS LOVE
SCARECROW AND THE ARMY OF THIEVES 'Each page is a thrill. If you are
looking for escapism, this is definitely the book for you' 'Shocks galore and a
great ending. Just read it' 'I shouldn't like it...but I do! Scarecrow rocks' 'A
blistering pace with so many twists and turns' 'Rip roaring adventure'
Experiments which in previous years were made with ornamental plants have
already afforded evidence that the hybrids, as a rule, are not exactly intermediate
between the parental species. With some of the more striking characters, those,
for instance, which relate to the form and size of the leaves, the pubescence of
the several parts, etc., the intermediate, indeed, is nearly always to be seen; in
other cases, however, one of the two parental characters is so preponderant that
it is difficult, or quite impossible, to detect the other in the hybrid. from 4. The
Forms of the Hybrid One of the most influential and important scientific works
ever written, the 1865 paper Experiments in Plant Hybridisation was all but
ignored in its day, and its author, Austrian priest and scientist GREGOR
JOHANN MENDEL (18221884), died before seeing the dramatic long-term
impact of his work, which was rediscovered at the turn of the 20th century and is
now considered foundational to modern genetics. A simple, eloquent description
of his 18561863 study of the inheritance of traits in pea plantsMendel analyzed
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29,000 of themthis is essential reading for biology students and readers of
science history. Cosimo presents this compact edition from the 1909 translation
by British geneticist WILLIAM BATESON (18611926).
"The Seventy Wonders of the Ancient World expands on the traditional Seven
Wonders to incorporate an impressive number of marvels from around the globe,
spanning the centuries from the first standing stones of the fifth millennium BC to
the Great Temple of the Aztecs in the sixteenth century AD. The shaping of the
Great Sphinx at Giza, the raising of the stones at Stonehenge, The laying out of
the Nazca Lines on the face of the Peruvian desert, and the construction of the
Great Wall of China are all described and explained by an international team of
experts in the light of the most recent archaeological research. Packed with
factfiles, diagrams, photographs and specially commissioned perspective views,
this is a testament to the skill of the ancient architects and engineers which
continue to impress successive generations down the ages"--publiser website.
First published in 1998, this thriller, set at a remote ice station in Antarctica, tells
of a mysterious discovery made by a team of US scientists, and the terrifying
aftermath. The author's other publications include 'Contest'.
An ebook-exclusive short story from bestselling author Matthew Reilly featuring
Jack West, before he returns in a new adventure The Four Legendary Kingdoms.
Includes an extract from the thrilling new novel. Late on Christmas Eve,
decorated SAS officer and Egyptologist Jack West Jr is about to make a
discovery that could rewrite history. In the ancient Temple of Dendur, housed in
New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art, a legendary weapon has lain hidden for
millennia. But Jack is not the only person who knows about the artefact's
existence. As Jack examines the temple in the deserted museum, he is watched
by a mysterious figure. A man intent on stopping him at any cost.
Percy Jackson meets Indiana Jones in the New York Times bestselling epic
adventure Seven Wonders! The Tomb of Shadows is the third book in a sevenbook series by master storyteller Peter Lerangis. This sequel to the bestselling
Lost in Babylon and The Colossus Rises chronicles the adventures of Jack
McKinley and his friends in a life-or-death race to the Mausoleum at
Halicarnassus. In the rubble of this Wonder of the Ancient World, they have to
face down their own demons and engage in an epic battle with foes long gone.
But when promises are broken, blood is spilled—and the Select are left with no
choice but to destroy the one thing that might have saved them all. Rick Riordan,
author of the Percy Jackson series, praised Seven Wonders Book 1: The
Colossus Rises as "a high-octane mix of modern adventure and ancient secrets.
Young readers will love this story. I can't wait to see what's next in the Seven
Wonders series!"
Lt. Shane "Scarecrow" Schofield from "Ice Station" returns as he accompanies
the president of the United States to the Utah desert where the Air Force
installation known only as Area 7 is hidden. The president arrives for a routine
inspection, but he gets more than he bargains for as hostile forces await inside.
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Martin's Press.
Meet Jason Chaser, hover car racer. He's won himself a place at the International Race
School, where racers either make it on to the Pro Circuit – or they crash and burn.But he's an
outsider. He's younger than the other racers. His car, the Argonaut, is older. And on top of that,
someone doesn't want him to succeed at the School and will do anything to stop him.Now
Jason Chaser isn't just fighting for his place on the starting line, he's racing for his life.
When the feared sultan of the mid-16th-century Ottoman Empire issues a chess tournament
challenge to European royals, a young Elizabeth I accompanies England's champion, only to
witness a brutal murder amid dangerous court machinations.
A young hero. Barbaric monsters. An impossible quest.In a remote valley, a tribe of humans is
being killed off by a terrible disease.There is a rumour that the trolls of Troll Mountain have a
cure for the illness: a miraculous elixir.When Raf's sister gets sick and his tribal leaders refuse
to help him, he makes a courageous decision. He sets out on his own for Troll Mountain ... to
steal the elixir.The journey to the mountain has begun ...
Summary: It is the biggest treasure hunt in history with contesting nations involved in a race to
locate the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. Exactly 4500 years ago, a gold capstone, a
source of immense power, was divided into seven pieces and hidden within the seven greatest
structures of the age. It is now time to locate the seven pieces.
THE FINAL INSTALMENT IN THE JACK WEST SERIES AVAILABLE TO PRE-ORDER NOW
THE END IS HERE Jack West Jr has made it to the Supreme Labyrinth. Now he faces one last
race - against multiple rivals, against time, against the collapse of the universe itself - a
headlong race that will end at a throne inside the fabled labyrinth. AN IMPOSSIBLE MAZE But
the road will be hard. For this is a maze like no other: a maze of mazes. Uncompromising and
complex. Demanding and deadly. A CATACLYSMIC CONCLUSION It all comes down to this.
It ends here - now - in the most lethal and dangerous place Jack has encountered in all of his
many adventures. And in the face of this indescribable peril, with everything on the line, there
is only one thing he can do. Attempt the impossible.
Percy Jackson meets Indiana Jones in the New York Times bestselling epic adventure Seven
Wonders! Lost in Babylon is the second book in a seven-book series by master storyteller
Peter Lerangis. This sequel to the bestselling The Colossus Rises chronicles Jack McKinley
and his friends as they carry on their mission to save their lives—and the world—by locating
seven magic orbs called Loculi, which are hidden in the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World.
After defeating the Colossus of Rhodes and capturing the first of the Loculi, their friend Marco
has disappeared. With no leads, no clues, and no one else to turn to, the kids have no choice
but to trust Professor Bhegad and the Karai Institute again as they head off to Babylon. Rick
Riordan, author of the Percy Jackson series, praised Seven Wonders Book 1: The Colossus
Rises as "a high-octane mix of modern adventure and ancient secrets. Young readers will love
this story. I can't wait to see what's next in the Seven Wonders series!"
The thrilling international bestseller from Australia's favourite novelist, author of the Scarecrow
series and Jack West Jr series with new novel The Three Secret Cities out now. "Reilly hurls
readers into an adrenaline-drenched thrill ride ... impossible to put down." Orlando Sentinel
"Reilly ... can inspire awe. Speed demons, take note." Publishers Weekly The New York State
Library. A silent sanctuary of knowledge; a 100-year-old labyrinth of towering bookcases,
narrow aisles and spiralling staircases. For Doctor Stephen Swain and his eight-year-old
daughter, Holly, it is the site of a nightmare. For one night, the State Library is to be the venue
for a contest. A contest in which Stephen Swain is to compete - whether he likes it or not. The
rules are simple: seven contestants will enter, only one will leave. With his daughter in his
arms, Swain is plunged into a terrifying fight for survival. He can choose to run, to hide or to
fight - but if he wants to live, he has to win. Because in a contest like this, unless you leave as
the victor, you do not leave at all. Fans of Clive Cussler, Tom Clancy and Michael Crichton will
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love Matthew Reilly.
A reissue with new cover and a new format to co-incide with Matt's new blockbuster The Five
Greatest Warriors

A prediction that promises ultimate power to whomever restores the Golden
Capstone, an ancient Egyptian structure that protected people from global
flooding before it was broken and scattered by Alexander the Great, prompts a
brutal competition among top nations, terrorists, and a coalition. By the author of
Contest and Ice Station. 125,000 first printing.
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great
significance and value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for
future generations. So that the book is never forgotten we have represented this
book in a print format as the same form as it was originally first published. Hence
any marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature.
It is the biggest treasure hunt in history with contesting nations involved in a
headlong race to locate the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. 4500 years
ago, a magnificent golden capstone sat at the peak of the Great Pyramid of Giza.
It was a source of immense power, reputedly capable of bestowing upon its
holder absolute global power. But then it was divided into seven pieces and
hidden, each piece separately, within the seven greatest structures of the age.
Now it's 2006 and the coming of a rare solar event means it's time to locate the
seven pieces and rebuild the capstone. Everyone wants it – from the most
powerful countries on Earth to gangs of terrorists . . . and one daring coalition of
eight small nations. Led by the mysterious Captain Jack West Jr, this determined
group enters a global battlefield filled with booby-trapped mines, crocodileinfested swamps, evil forces and an adventure beyond imagining. 'More action,
hair-raising stunts and lethal hardware than you'd find in four Bond movies. Reilly
is the hottest action writer around' Evening Telegraph
THE END IS HERE Jack West Jr has made it to the Supreme Labyrinth. Now he
faces one last race-against multiple rivals, against time, against the collapse of
the universe itself-a headlong race that will end at a throne inside the fabled
labyrinth. AN IMPOSSIBLE MAZE But the road will be hard. For this is a maze
like no other: a maze of mazes. Uncompromising and complex. Demanding and
deadly. A CATACLYSMIC CONCLUSION It all comes down to this. For it ends
here-now-in the most lethal and dangerous place Jack has encountered in all of
his many adventures. And in the face of this indescribable peril, with everything
on the line, there is only one thing he can do. Attempt the impossible.
A Scarecrow novella from Australia's favourite novelist, author of the Jack West
Jr series and new novel The Three Secret Cities. It is an island that doesn't
appear on any maps. A secret place, where classified experiments have been
carried out. Experiments that have gone terribly wrong. Four crack special forces
units are dropped in. One of them is a team of Marines, led by Captain Shane
Schofield, call-sign: SCARECROW. Nothing can prepare Schofield's team for
what they find there. You could say they've just entered hell. But that would be
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wrong. This is much, much worse. Fans of Clive Cussler, Tom Clancy and
Michael Crichton will love Matthew Reilly. GET MORE SCARECROW IN: ICE
STATION, AREA 7, SCARECROW AND SCARECROW AND THE ARMY OF
THIEVES
Indiana Jones meets The Da Vinci Code in this nonstop action-packed thriller
about the greatest treasure hunt of all time—a headlong race to find the seven
wonders of the ancient world. An ancient secret...a team of heroes...the
adventure of a lifetime. A legend of the ancient world decrees that every 4,500
years, a terrible solar event will wreak worldwide destruction...but whoever sets
the Golden Capstone atop the Great Pyramid at Giza will avert disaster and gain
the ultimate prize: a millennium of world dominance. Now the Sun is turning once
again and nation will battle nation to retrieve the missing Capstone...but a group
of small nations, led by super-soldier Jack West Jr., bands together to prevent
any one country from attaining this frightening power. Thus the greatest treasure
hunt of all time begins—an adrenaline-fueled race on a global battlefield. From the
Colossus of Rhodes to the Hanging Gardens of Babylon to the Great Egyptian
Pyramid itself, unlock the thrills of Seven Deadly Wonders.
Can you name Newton's three laws of motions? The four horsemen of the
Apocalypse? The five pillars of Islam? The six wives of Henry VIII? The seven
voyages of Sinbad the Sailor? The eight beatitudes? The ten plagues of Egypt?
This is a packed compendium of culturally significant lists from the fields of
mythology, religion, history, literature, science, art and music. Witty and
thoughtful essays accompany each list, making the book both an invaluable
reference and highly entertaining read.
In a gripping race against time, archaeologist Nina Wilde and ex-soldier Eddie
Chase must find an immensely powerful weapon hidden in a lost African city.
This explosive thriller is perfect for fans of James Rollins, Steve Berry, Matthew
Reilly and Dan Brown. World-renowned archaeologist Nina Wilde is back on the
hunt. Now a documentary presenter, Nina is in Jerusalem where clues found at
the Ark of the Covenant recovery site have led her to the ruins of the First
Temple, buried beneath Temple Mount. Within them, a hidden chamber conceals
a map room - which contains a model of a mysterious city thought to hold a great
yet deadly power hidden by King Solomon himself. Analysing the clues, Nina
believes that the city is located in the Democratic Republic of Congo, one of the
most dangerous locations on Earth. Her husband and ex-special forces soldier
Eddie is in England but Nina's phone call is about to change everything. He has
had his own problems in the DRC in the past and he isn't about to let Nina go
there alone. Joining forces, Nina and Eddie are about to start a devastating chain
of events which threatens the entire globe... Why readers are hooked on this
KING Solomon's Curse: 'One of the best authors that I have read' *****
Goodreads reviewer 'Great characters, great action. This is definitely a 5 star'
***** Goodreads reviewer 'Brilliantly crafted with great plots and imaginative
scenarios...it leads to a gripping finale. Awesome read and I can't wait for the
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next one!' ***** Goodreads reviewer
'More action and hair-raising stunts than you'll find in four Bond movies'
EVENING TELEGRAPH 'Thrilling, action-packed adventure' GUARDIAN
DISCOVER THIS WILDLY-ENTERTAINING, GLOBE-TROTTING ADVENTURE
FROM INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER MATTHEW REILLY * * * * * What if the
greatest lost cities of legend are still out there... Jack West has just won the
Great Games and thrown the four legendary kingdoms into turmoil. Now these
dark forces are coming after him... in ruthless fashion. With the end of all things
rapidly approaching, Jack and his crew must find the Three Secret Cities - three
incredible lost cities of legend. It's an impossible task by any reckoning, but Jack
must do it while being hunted... * * * * * PRAISE FOR THE JACK WEST
THRILLERS 'Thrilling, action-packed adventure from cover to cover' Guardian
'Nobody writes action like Matthew Reilly' Vince Flynn 'Get ready for a wild ride'
Daily Telegraph 'Exciting and entertaining' Chicago Sun-Times * * * * *
READERS LOVE THE JACK WEST THRILLERS 'Indiana Jones in a book . . .
Immensely entertaining' 'A super duper kick ass soldier' 'A first class all-action
historical thriller' 'Heart-pounding stuff' 'Enjoy the rollercoaster ride'
After their thrilling exploits in Matthew Reilly’s bestseller Seven Ancient
Wonders, super-soldier Jack West and his loyal team of adventurers are back,
and now they face an all-but impossible challenge. For a mysterious ceremony in
an unknown location has triggered a catastrophic countdown that will climax in
the destruction of all life on Earth. But there is one last hope. If Jack’s team can
find and rebuild a legendary ancient device known only as the 'Machine', they
might be able to ward off this coming Armageddon. The only clues to its location,
however, are held within the fabled Six Sacred Stones, long lost in the fog of
history. And so the hunt begins . . . From Stonehenge in England, to the deserts
of Egypt, to the spectacular Three Gorges region of China, The Six Sacred
Stones will take you on a non-stop rollercoaster ride through ancient history,
modern military hardware, and some of the fastest and most mind-blowing action
you will ever read.
'THE HOTTEST ACTION WRITER AROUND' EVENING TELEGRAPH THE
LATEST ADVENTURE IN THE WILDLY ENTERTAINING, ACTION-PACKED
JACK WEST SERIES Former SAS soldier Jack West is on a mission to save the
world, no matter what - or who - it might cost him. Still reeling from the loss of his
daughter, and with his rivals far ahead of him, Jack must race across the globe to
complete the ancient Trial of the Mountains. With the odds already against them,
Jack and his crew will soon discover that a new player has entered the race, a
general so feared that he had been locked away in the deepest of dungeons.
Only now this general has escaped and he has a horrifying plan of his own... * * *
* * PRAISE FOR THE JACK WEST THRILLERS 'An action hero worthy of Lee
Child' Sydney Morning Herald 'Thrilling, action-packed adventure from cover to
cover' Guardian 'Nobody writes action like Matthew Reilly' Vince Flynn 'Get ready
for a wild ride' Daily Telegraph 'Exciting and entertaining' Chicago Sun-Times * *
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* * * READERS LOVE THE JACK WEST THRILLERS 'Indiana Jones in a book . .
. Immensely entertaining' 'A super duper kick ass soldier' 'A first class all-action
historical thriller' 'Heart-pounding stuff' 'Enjoy the rollercoaster ride'
Every nation on Earth wants to be the first to locate the Seven Wonders of the
Ancient World - One small group thinks that no single country should possess
such a power source, so they employ a daring band, led by Captain Jack West
Jr., to enter the fray.
The New York Times bestselling sequel to the bestsellers The Six Sacred Stones
and Seven Deadly Wonders. It began with six stones...From the deserts of Israel
to the tsunami-lashed coasts of Japan, from the steppes of Mongolia to the most
mysterious island on Earth—this is what we have come to expect from Matthew
Reilly: stupendous action, white-knuckle suspense, heroes to cheer for, and an
adventure beyond imagination. Strap yourself in and hold on tight as he
unleashes his biggest and fastest adventure yet, The 5 Greatest Warriors. When
we last left Jack West Jr., he was plummeting into a fathomless abyss and his
quest to save the world from impending Armageddon appeared doomed. But all
hope is not lost. After an astonishing escape, Jack regroups with his trusty team.
Racing to rebuild the final pieces of the fabled “Machine,” they discover an
ancient inscription containing a rhyme about five mysterious unnamed
warriors—great historical figures whose knowledge will be vital to unlocking the
secrets of the Machine and its long-lost “pillars.” But the ancients have hidden
their secrets well, and with each pillar bestowing an incredible power upon its
holder, their pursuit has attracted the attention of other forces from around the
world—some who want to rule it and others who want to see it destroyed. With
enemies coming at him from every side and the countdown to doomsday rapidly
approaching, Jack and his team had better move fast. Because they are about to
find out what the end of the world looks like...
From the internationally bestselling author, the fourth novel in the thrilling
Scarecrow series featuring “some of the wildest and most sustained battles in an
action thriller in a long time…and a little bit of conspiracy" (Chicago Tribune). From
the internationally bestselling author, the fourth novel in the thrilling Scarecrow
series featuring “some of the wildest and most sustained battles in an action
thriller in a long time" (Chicago Tribune). A Cold War doomsday device hidden
deep in the Arctic. A mysterious terrorist group about to unleash havoc upon an
unsuspecting world. Only one team close enough to sabotage them. Captain
Shane Schofield, call sign “Scarecrow,” and his ragtag band of Marines and
civilians are outnumbered and outgunned. But with only a few short hours till
Armageddon, Scarecrow and his soldiers bravely undertake an edge-of-yourseat, white-knuckle adventure to save the Earth from total annihilation.
Deep in the jungles of Peru the contest of the century is underway. It's a race to
locate a legendary Incan idol - one carved out of a strange kind of stone. But a
stone which in the present century could be used for a terrifying new purpose.
Now rival groups are assembling their teams to hunt the idol down, at any cost.
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The only clue to the idol's final resting place is to be found in a 400-year-old
manuscript. Which introduces Professor William Race, a mild-mannered but
brilliant young linguist who is unwillingly recruited to interpret the document that
could lead to the idol itself. So begins the mission that will lead Race and his
companions to a mysterious temple hidden in the foothills of the Andes. There
they find a carefully contrived sanctuary seething with menace and unexpected
dangers. But it is not until the silence of the temple is breached that Race and his
team discover they have broken a golden rule . . . Some doors are meant to
remain unopened.
Seven Ancient WondersPan Macmillan
Whilst exploring the ruins of a Greek temple, Professor Jack Grady receives an
urgent phone call: his brother, a renowned mathematician, has been murdered.
His sudden death, that comes just as he was about to crack the code of a
centuries-old mystery, sets in motion a global domino effect. Jack must race from
Brazil and Jordan to India and Peru in order to discover the secret that links the
Seven Wonders of the World, before it’s too late...
A special prequel to The Two Lost Mountains from Australia's favourite novelist
and the author of both the Jack West Jr and Scarecrow series. When a satellite
hunter intercepts a top-secret transmission from the Moon, his old friend Jack
West Jr is his only hope...
There are sixteen contestants, but only one will survive. The last thing Jack West
remembers is arriving for a meeting at a top-secret military base with his family in
tow. Now he awakes to find himself in a hellish scenario. Jack has been selected
to take part in The Games, a series of deadly challenges designed to fulfil an
ancient ritual. If he chooses not to compete, both he and his daughter will be
killed. With the fate of the Earth at stake, Jack will have to traverse diabolical
mazes, fight ruthless assassins and face unimaginable horrors that will test him
to the limit. In the process, he will discover the mysterious and powerful group of
individuals behind it all: the four legendary kingdoms. * * * * * READERS LOVE
THE JACK WEST THRILLERS 'A super duper kick ass soldier' 'Electrifying'
'Enjoy the rollercoaster ride' 'You won't be able to put it down' 'I'm "Team Jack" all
the way'
THE NEW YORK TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER Two weeks before the
election - and presidential candidate Josh Alexander's motorcade is decimated
by a terrorist bomb. Alexander survives the attack, although members of his
entourage are not so lucky. It appears to be the work of al-Qaeda. But then CIA
director Irene Kennedy is presented with classifed information so toxic that she
considers destroying it altogether. Instead she summons Mitch Rapp, the one
man reckless enough to follow the evidence to its explosive conclusion...
AMERICAN ASSASSIN, book one in the series, is soon to be a MAJOR MOTION
PICTURE starring Dylan O'Brien (Maze Runner), Taylor Kitsch (True Detective)
and Michael Keaton. Praise for the Mitch Rapp series 'Sizzles with inside
information and CIA secrets' Dan Brown 'A cracking, uncompromising yarn that
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literally takes no prisoners' The Times 'Vince Flynn clearly has one eye on Lee
Child's action thriller throne with this twist-laden story. . . instantly gripping'
Shortlist 'Action-packed, in-your-face, adrenalin-pumped super-hero macho
escapist fiction that does exactly what it says on the label' Irish Independent
'Mitch Rapp is a great character who always leaves the bad guys either very
sorry for themselves or very dead' Guardian
Gossip Girl meets Mad Max in this breakneck thriller from an international
bestselling author where the line between rich and poor is the line between life
and death. 'The windows on all the skyscrapers are smashed . . . No power, no
lights, no people . . .' When Skye Rodgers and her twin brother Red move to
Manhattan, rumours of a coming global apocalypse are building. But this doesn't
stop the young elite from partying without a care. Then Skye joins an exclusive
gang known as the Secret Runners of New Yok. But this is no ordinary clique.
They have access to an underground portal that can transport them into the
future. And what Skye discovers there is horrifying . . . What would you do to
survive?
Now a major, prime-time six-part series Grantchester for ITV Sidney Chambers,
the Vicar of Grantchester, is a thirty-two year old bachelor. Sidney is an
unconventional clergyman and can go where the police cannot. Together with his
roguish friend Inspector Geordie Keating, Sidney inquires into the suspect suicide
of a Cambridge solicitor, a scandalous jewellery theft at a New Year's Eve dinner
party, the unexplained death of a well-known jazz promoter and a shocking art
forgery, the disclosure of which puts a close friend in danger. Sidney discovers
that being a detective, like being a clergyman, means that you are never off
duty... Sidney Chambers will be played by James Norton (Death Comes to
Pemberley), and Robson Green (Reckless) will take on the role of Geordie
Keating. Other cast members include Morven Christie (Twenty Twelve) as the
beautiful heiress Amanda Kendall, while Tessa Peake-Jones (Only Fools and
Horses) will play Sidney's housekeeper, and Kacey Ainsworth (Eastenders) is to
join them as Geordie's wife.
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